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Abstract: This article discusses the Islamic juristic position of virtual currencies. In the classical
period, jurists differed on the reason behind Islam’s prohibition of usury when dealing with precious
metals and their derivatives, with the majority arguing that this is because they are considered to
hold value (thamaniyya). The cause (
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1. Introduction 

The proliferation of virtual currencies is an important contemporary problem for jurists who 
strive to determine their ruling according to the Sharīʿa. In the past, works in all schools of law 
(madhāhib) provided guides to their later counterparts for constructing new rulings, based on the 
belief that “No man can be a jurist of the present if he is not a scholar of the past.”1 

This article is an attempt to analyze the juristic approach to virtual currencies, based upon the 
works of previous scholars and their framework of “holding value” (thamaniyya), used primarily to 
establish rulings regarding usury when dealing with gold, silver, and their derivatives. “Holding 
value,” although cited by many as a limited justification, is found regularly in works of jurisprudence. 
Why, therefore, did jurists seek to limit this justification? Is it possible to expand this view, and state 
that any item which holds value to the community (ʿurf) be therefore a legitimate form of currency 
according to the Sharīʿa? In other words, this Study examines the ruling on trade of virtual currencies 
from an Islamic jurisprudence perspective, by building on the reasoning of price established by jurists 
with regards to gold and silver, and thus introduces a new dimension to the literature of Islamic 
jurisprudence by adding the legal ruling on this issue. This research contributes to filling this 
important juristic aspect. 

There is no doubt that deciding on the rule of virtual currencies will entail other provisions. If 
the ruling prohibits trading virtual currencies, it will entail restrictions and its criminalization. 
However, if the ruling legalizes it, it will entail the emergence of new provisions in terms of 
determining the legal nature of virtual currencies, determining their value, the rights resulting from 
trading them, etc. 
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In this article I will rely upon a deep reading of the works of classical and post-classical jurists,
paying attention to their methods of analysis to derive a framework that is closest to the intent of
the Lawgiver, accepting the value of non-traditional and virtual currencies. The article covers four
sections. The first provides a summary of the relevant terminology used in works of jurisprudence and
how those terms link to contemporary understandings. The second section then turns to the value of
virtual currencies. The third summarizes the opinions of contemporary jurists regarding this issue,
and the fourth section discusses the ethical conditions required by the Sharı̄
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As a start, it is important to define three terms which will be used repeatedly as we move on,
which are: (al-ta
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

lı̄l) means “to drink for a second time.” To perform ta
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1. Introduction 
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

lı̄l is “to repeat something.”
It can also refer to sickness, or that which causes sickness. In general, ta
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

lı̄l is “to impact something,”
or “to move it from one state to another.”2 Jurists used this term to refer to legal causes in the Sharı̄
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

a
and explained how to extract them.3 According to Abū Bakr al-Jas.s. ās. (d. 370/942), “If a text establishes
a legal cause [for an issue], we take it to apply to similar circumstances and to establish a ruling for
it, as long as it is not blocked by a subsequent prohibition (māni
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).”4 For the purposes of this study,
the concept ta
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lı̄l refers to the legal cause, particularly as it relates to the Sharı̄
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

a prohibition of usury on
currencies made from gold and silver.

Secondly, Holding Value (al-thamaniyya) is derived from “value (thaman),” and referring to
all items through which contracts of sale are conducted, whether in kind or for another product.5

Everything that is considered a replacement for the value of something else, therefore, is its “value.”
In the context of this study, “value” refers to “currency,” or that which is popularly accepted by the
community as a medium of exchange, regardless of its makeup or condition6.

Lastly, Virtual Currencies (al-
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umla al-iftirād. iyya) is composed of two parts: (
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

umla) and
(iftirād. iyya). The first one is provided as payment to a worker for services rendered, whether
in a form of currency (naqd) or otherwise. Popularly, the term is applied to currencies, as currencies
are commonly used by individuals in their everyday transactions. Additionally, in the contemporary
period the term
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

umla has become a term to refer to anything that holds value (thaman) used to measure
the worth of items for sale or exchange, whether a currency or otherwise.7 The second part (iftirād. iyya)
is a derivation of the word fard. meaning “supposition, estimation, or approximation.”8 Combined,
these terms refer to a type of non-centralized digital currency, typically issued and controlled by its
developers, accepted and used by members of a digital community. Virtual currencies, therefore,
may be used in transactions and speculation as any form of non-digital currency, despite possessing
none of the characteristics of the latter: it cannot be used in all environments, and it is not subject
to control by financial institutions or governments. This is the definition chosen by the Algerian
government in its Financial Law of 2018 which states: “Virtual currencies are those utilized by internet
users, distinguished by their lack of physical presence such as coins or paper. [It may also include]
payments made by financial instruments or bank cards”9.

2 (Ibn Mana.z. ūr 1993, vol. XI, p. 467).
3 (Shalabı̄ 1947, p. 12).
4 (Al-Jas.s. ās 1994, vol. IV, p. 122).
5 (‘Abd ar-Ra’ūf 1989, p. 224).
6 Hay ˘at Kibār al-
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Ulamā ˘, vol I, p. 55.
7 (Mus.t.afa et al. 2004, p. 628; Kuwiati Awqaf 1983–2007, vol. XLI, p. 139).
8 (Āl ‘Abd al-Salām 2018, p. 32).
9 al-Jarı̄da al-Rasmiyya al-Jazā ˘iriyya, Article 117 from year 2018.
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Today, many virtual currencies exist, with each used in a unique and distinct manner, however
most of these to date have a limited market value. The most prominent of these currencies are Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, and Dash.

3. Juristic Approaches to the Legal Cause of “Holding Value” (al-ta
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lı̄l bi’l-thamaniyya)

The Sunni schools of law (madhāhib) developed multiple approaches to this issue. Some ruled
that a currency should be that which “holds value generally (al-thamaniyya al-ghāliba),” restricting
the validity of currencies to those made of or derived directly from gold and silver, while others chose
an unrestricted approach to accept anything which holds value (mut.laq al-thamaniyya), and this could
include all things that “are popularly accepted as a medium for the exchange of goods, regardless of
the material from which it is derived.”10 The source of that validity is customary acceptance (
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urf),
according to Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) who stated, “There is no physical or legal definition of dirhams
and dinars, rather they are [defined by] custom, because [currency] is not connected to [the material]
which it is derived from. Rather, [a currency’s] purpose is to act as a standard by those who use it.
Dirhams and dinars are not a purpose in themselves, but instruments that are dealt with [in contracts.]
Currencies, [as a result of being considered instruments,] gain value. An instrument that does not
contain that purpose in its material or shape gains that purpose [through customary acceptance.]”11

After hundreds of years, the same opinion was echoed by the Egyptian reformist Rashid Rida12

who stated-When discussing the opinions of pre-modern jurists regarding the legal reasoning behind
the prohibition of usury when dealing with the six materials mentioned in a famous Hadith regarding
usury,13- “The middle opinion is that the six materials mentioned in the Hadith were and still are
considered standards of value and staples for the diets of most of humanity. Accordingly, If this legal
cause [viz. being a standard of value] is found in any currency other than gold and silver, or in a staple
other than wheat, barley, dates, or salt, it is correct to apply that cause through analogy [to the new
currency or staple,] as they are interchangeable [legally], and the same legal ruling should apply.”14.

This approach -the general and unrestricted definition supported by Ibn Taymiyya and Rashid
Rida-, is consistent with the purposes of the Lawgiver (maqās.id) and follows their foundations,
as dirhams and dinars- both derived from valuable metals (silver and gold respectively)- are not
considered as having value simply by virtue of the material that they are created from. Rather, they are
instruments with which commercial exchange takes place. Therefore, -according to them-currencies
may be in the form of gold and silver, coins and paper, or whatever is found to fulfill that purpose in
every time and place.15

The gold and silver are materials that hold inherent value regardless of their form and application.
Gold bars, for example, may be used in commercial exchange and hold value even before they are
minted, an attribute absent in other metals or paper which must first be minted or printed into a
currency. Ibn Taymiyya stated that “During the time of the Prophet Muhammad, people used gold
and silver sometimes in the form of currency, and at other times simply by measuring the weight [of
the non-minted metal].”16

Therefore, the use of paper currency, or whatever else might have existed or will exist in the future,
as a medium of exchange, does not alter the legal cause of “holding value.” The legal cause is also
not changed by the existence of money, bars, dust, or jewelry made from gold and silver, because the

10 (Āl ‘Abd al-Salām 2018, p. 91; Majma‘ al-Fiqh al-Islāmı̄ 1987–1996, vol. III, p. 909).
11 (Ibn Taymiyya 2005, p. 251).
12 (Majma‘ al-Fiqh al-Islāmı̄ 1987–1996, vol. IX, p. 91).
13 The Hadith states, “Gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, and salt for salt.

[Transacted] in kind, directly. And whoever increases [the value] then he practices usury, and the buyer and seller are equal
[in this practice.” See (Al-Albānı̄ 1988, p. 576).

14 (al-‘Āmma li al-Buh. ūth al-‘Ilmiyya wa al-Iftā’ 1995, vol. XLIX, p. 239).
15 (Ibn Taymiyya 2005, vol. XIX, p. 252).
16 (Ibn Taymiyya 2005, vol. XIX, p. 248).
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practice of the Prophet made it a requirement that gold and silver be traded equally and physically
at the point of exchange, as they are the foundation of monetary value, and all other materials are
analogous to them.

4. The Value of Virtual Currencies

The study of virtual currencies means approaching a recent development that Muslim scholars
have yet to develop a clear understanding of, and a significant amount of effort remains with regards
to the position of virtual currencies within the Sharı̄
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a. Perhaps the best way to approach this issue is
through the classical method of analogy (qiyās), developed by scholars to apply a clear legal cause (
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illa)
established for certain items onto new situations. The juristic approach to coins and paper currency,
and whether they carry the same ruling as currency made from precious metals such as gold and silver,
is the most appropriate area of substantive law that this study will use to reach the correct ruling in the
matter of virtual currencies, i.e., that closest to the will of the Lawgiver. Therefore, studying classical
opinions regarding the value of (fulūs)will help us reach a balanced ruling.

Apparently, pre-modern Jurists differed regarding the ruling of money (fulūs), or material that
is minted and used as currency, accepted by the people as valid for use in their daily interactions,
and not made of gold or silver.17 Some looked to money’s use, considering it as merely another type of
item used in bartering that required no new ruling. Others focused on the importance it was given by
people in their commercial interactions, assigning it the same ruling as that of gold and silver due to
money “holding value (thamaniyya).” Ibn Taymiyya summarized these opinions, stating, “There is an
infamous disagreement amongst scholars in this issue, meaning the exchange of money for [silver]
dirhams. Does it require the passage of a year [in order for zakat to become obligatory]? Can [money]
be used in delayed purchases? There are two famous opinions here: one from the school of Abū H. anı̄fa
and one [from the school of] Ah. mad b. H. anbal. The first, and that is what is written regarding [the
opinion] of Ahmad [b. H. anbal], the statement of Mālik [b. Anas] and one of two narrations from Abū
H. anı̄fa, is that it [viz. money] is not permitted. The second, and that is the statement of al-Shāfi
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Aqı̄l, the student of Ah. mad, that it [viz. money] is
permissible. The evident [ruling], therefore, is that it is prohibited.18

The approach of the majority of H. anafı̄, Mālikı̄, and H. anbalı̄ jurists is that popularly used money
is given the property of “holding value,” and that it carries the rulings of currency like gold and silver.
Subsequent rulings of zakat and usury also apply in the same way, and that it may not be exchanged
with itself unless it follows the requirements of the Hadith, or that it is of the same kind, condition,
and done immediately.

In the Maliki treatise al-Mudawwana the transmitter of the treatise,
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Abd al-Rah. mān b. al-Qāsim
(d. 191/806), was asked about the delayed exchange of money for silver dirhams. “Do you not see that
if you purchased money with silver dirhams, that we have parted before completing the exchange?”
Ibn al-Qāsim responded, “This [exchange] is not permitted in the opinion of Mālik, and this is a corrupt
[practice]. Mālik once said that ‘there is no good in money, whether in [the form of] gold or paper.
Even if people began exchanging animal skins between themselves as a form of currency, I would
render it unacceptable that it be purchased for with gold, or similarly paper.”19 In the same context,
we can read in the Hanafi work Badā ˘i
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1 ʿ(Ibn Abd al-Barr 1994, vol. II, p. 817). 

Alā ˘ al-Dı̄n al-Kāsānı̄ (d. 587/1191)

cites the statement of Muhammad b. al-Hassan (d. 198/805), the student of Abū H. anı̄fa (d. 150/767),
who prohibited the mutual exchange of money with a difference in value. “His reasoning,” stated
al-Kāsānı̄,”Is that money is ‘valuable.’ It is [therefore] not permissible to exchange it for itself with
a difference in value just like [gold] dinars and [silver] dirhams. The point of argument is how the

17 See (Al-Fayūmı̄ 1977, vol. II, p. 481).
18 (Ibn Taymiyya 2005, vol. XXIX, p. 468).
19 (Al-Madanı̄ 1994, vol. III, p. 5).
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financial value of things is calculated, and things whose value can be calculated with dirhams and
dinars can be done so with money, meaning that money is ‘valuable.’ Money is considered ‘valuable’
when transacted with other things, or when transacted with other forms of itself if it is done equally.
As money ‘holds value’ it does not constitute a ‘good.’ Selling one unit of money for two units of
money without an [additional] exchange of goods is not permissible. This is because exchanging one
unit would be equal to the other, and that the additional unit would be excess not traded for anything.
This is the very definition of usury (ribā).20

Finally, the Hanbali jurist
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Alā ˘ al-Dı̄n al-Mardāwı̄ (d. 885/1480) stated, “Money that is spent
[on goods] is ‘valuable.’ This is a common statement of our school. Ibn Rajab said this, and al-Shı̄rāzı̄
in al-Mubahhaj chose the opinion that money is ‘valuable’ in every state, and it carries the rulings of all
things that ‘hold value,’ in that it is permissible to conduct delayed exchanges with them.”21

Therefore, most jurists agreed that money is a form of “holding value,” evidenced by:

1. Analogy (qiyās) with money derived from gold and silver, due to the shared legal cause of
“holding value” between each of them. The legal cause of “holding value” is therefore more
preferable towards the goal of prohibiting usury than an alternative legal cause established
through other characteristics such as “weight.” In support of this point, the Hanbali jurist Ibn
Qayyim (d. 751/1350) stated,”This is the correct [approach]. There is consensus on the point that
the legal cause of ‘weight’ is effective in metals commonly judged by their weight like copper and
iron. If usury is possible in the exchange of copper and iron, it would not be permissible for them
to be sold or bought in a delayed purchase in exchange for silver dirhams, as it is permissible
to exchange items in which usury is possible with an inflation in price, but not with delayed
delivery. When a legal cause occurs without causing a significant difference, that is evidence that
it is invalid. Therefore, the legal cause of ‘weight’ is not appropriate as it merely a characteristic,
as opposed to the legal cause of ‘holding value.’22

2. The ruling of Ibn Taymiyya, which states, “That the purpose of valuable items is that they act
as a standard for wealth, or that they are used to measure wealth. There is no intent to take
advantage of them in themselves. When some [valuable items] are sold in a delayed exchange for
other [valuable items], they are intended to be used in commerce that contradicts the purpose of
‘holding value.’ If money is ‘holding value’ then the meaning holds: that an item that holds value
cannot be exchanged for the same in a delayed purchase.”23

That all items considered to be a measurement to know the value of what they own and relied
upon by people to set the prices of goods are to be legally considered as items which “hold value.”
The rulings of this general category then apply: they cannot be exchanged for themselves with a
difference in value, or exchanged with other items at a later time, preventing people from falling into
corrupt practices like speculation. Ibn Qayyim, speaking to the harm caused by people taking money
as a good that is bought and sold like others, stated, “When money was taken as a good from which
one can profit from harm occurred and injustice prevailed. If money was treated with a set value that
did neither increased nor decreased, rather other items were judged by it, then the matters of people
would be repaired.”24

Statements of Jurists in the Value of Paper Money

Paper money is a recent innovation, one that jurists have struggled to determine a ruling for.
Some considered it as a debt certificate, while others have considered it as a stand-in for gold and

20 (Al-Kāsānı̄ 1982, p. 185).
21 (Al-Mardāwı̄ 1956, vol. V, p. 91).
22 (Abu Bakr b. al-Qayyim 1973, vol. II, p. 156).
23 (Ibn Taymiyya 2005, vol. XXIX, p. 471).
24 (Abu Bakr b. al-Qayyim 1973, vol. II, p. 156).
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silver. Still others considered it as a new form of independent currency. Types of paper money are as
diverse as the nations that produce them and, as a result, it is the third opinion that most contemporary
scholars have settled upon and has been accepted by Arab and Islamic governments25 for several
reasons, namely:

1. The similarities in “holding value” that exist between paper money and gold and silver, and the
commercial instability and injustices that would take place if these monies were treated as goods
to be bought and sold. Therefore, paper money was independently given the rulings of gold and
silver, not because they follow their legal characteristics.

2. The common agreement of individuals in a society to conduct transactions with paper money
with an almost absolute trust. They have made money the primary method of storing wealth
and imbued it with enough strength to conduct sales, establish legal obligations, and made it a
standard to determine the value of their fixed and movable property. This has all taken place
against the backdrop of strict legal protections, with governments prosecuting all those who
attempt to alter or counterfeit it.

3. That the diverse financial institutions that issue paper money have taken advantage of this trust
to take the place of gold and silver and built on the public’s acceptance of paper money. Their
diversity is both a strength and weakness, in that financial institutions have proven that each
form of paper money is a unique type.

This is the position that most Islamic organizations in the Arab and Islamic World have settled
upon. This is because all nations of the world have settled upon the use of paper money, that paper
money has almost become the sole way through which individuals conduct their business, that the
legal cause of ‘holding value’ has been established for it, and that it has taken the characteristics
of currency.

With this in mind, it must therefore be confirmed that “holding value” is the established legal
cause when determining the legal validity of forms of money and currency, and that the use of paper
money—or any other type for that matter—does not alter the validity of the legal cause. Nor does
it impact the ruling of money made from gold and silver, as the Sunna of the Prophet requires that
they be bought and sold only in the moment and the same type, prohibiting delayed sales. Gold and
silver are the origin, and “holding value” is the intrinsic element through which analogy can be
made. The determining factor of “holding value” for any item other than gold and silver, therefore,
is customary acceptance.

5. Contemporary Juristic Opinions on the Value of Virtual Currencies

After establishing the near-complete juristic agreement regarding the value and validity of paper
currencies, the issue is then regarding applying whether the same legal reason can be applied to
virtual currencies through analogy (qiyas). The strongest path to establishing that analogy would be to
confirm virtual currencies as a new form of money, as the Shar
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a brought by
the Prophet contains none of these things”.26

Contemporary jurists have differed when it comes to virtual currencies, owed to the classical
difference of opinion found in establishing the validity of the legal cause of “holding value.” The majority

25 (Majma‘ al-Fiqh al-Islāmı̄ 1987–1996, vol. IX, p. 91).
26 (Ibn al-Qayyim 1992, vol. I, p. 1072).
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have leaned towards prohibition, worried about the applicability of the legal cause on these contrived
financial instruments. As a result of this approach, most of financial organizations in the Arab and
Muslim Worlds have prohibited their use, with some considering it a crime to trade in virtual currencies,
considering it a threat to the financial stability and currency of the country.27

Jurists who differ with this approach have not gone so far as to permit the use of virtual currencies
outright and stopped short of issuing a final ruling, suggesting that further research is needed before
virtual currencies are accepted as a legal alternative to paper money.28 They have also added the
condition that if virtual currencies are to be accepted, they must be regulated, and that the owners of
blockchains be granted rights and responsibilities in the real world. Looking at their opinions, we can
see their reasoning is focused on Subjective and external reasons.

Subjective reasons mean -according to them- the nature of virtual currencies without a consideration
of their impact or legal consequences, as they are entirely electronic and exchanged only through the
internet. It is therefore impossible to understand them as holding or assessing value, as “they are a
decentralized digital currency that has no legal presence and cannot be exchanged in any physical
manner.”29 Moreover, virtual currencies are shrouded in secrecy and little is known about them,
meaning that any criminal could take advantage of them and defraud others. It is established in Islamic
Law that fraud and uncertainty are the main reasons for prohibiting commercial acts. In a sound
hadith on the authority of Abū Hurayra, “the Prophet prohibited uncertainty in sales.”30 Consensus
also exists in the prohibition of uncertainty and fraud, and the H. anbalı̄ jurist Ibn Qudāma (d. 620/1223)
stated, “We know of no difference [of opinion] in this matter.”31

External reasons focus on the impact virtual currencies might have on central banks and national
financial institutions, and that international smugglers and criminal organizations might use virtual
currencies to commit their crimes and launder money, escaping justice through the anonymity of
the virtual world. This is quite possible, and the Religious Affairs Ministry of the UAE has stated
that, “Using virtual currencies in their current state lead to dangerous consequences, whether for
users, financial markets, or all of society. Whether they are legally considered as money or goods,
the resulting ruling is the same.”32

Beyond these reasons, there is another juristic opinion that views blockchain technology as a
reality, and that virtual currencies have become inevitable as they continue to gain popular trust and
acceptance. According to a recent study, “It is not inconceivable that initial opinions will seek to
prohibit virtual currencies as the risks are high and they are unknown in most nations, making dealing
in virtual currencies seem like a risky gamble. As virtual currencies become a foregone conclusion
around the world that opinion will change.”33

Echoing this opinion, the economic consultant of the Russian Fatwa Council stated, “The Islamic
community in Russia, particularly that in the Caucasus, actively discuss the issue of virtual currencies.”
She believes that the characteristics of these currencies might render them “permissible (h. alāl),” except
that multiple jurists have not begun to entertain this approach. The main issue worries Muslim
authorities is that there exists no unified organization that issues or regulates virtual currencies.34

27 Such is the case in Algeria, where a 2018 law banned transactions in Bitcoin, warning users of the currency that they would
be liable to criminal punishments.

28 Some nations, such as Japan, are currently studying the possibility of replacing their paper currency with a virtual currency to
reduce the burden managing paper currency has on their national economy. Counterfeiting of virtual currencies, if properly
controlled and legalized, is much more difficult than paper currency. The Russian Central Bank has also recently announced
that it would begin issuing a national electronic currency, and the Russian government is currently working on the laws and
regulations that would allow for the legal use of their new virtual currency.

29 (Rif‘at 2017).
30 (Muslim 2004, vol. III, p. 1153).
31 (Ibn Qudāma 1984, vol. IV, p. 294).
32 (al-Hay ˘a al-
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33 (Āl ‘Abd al-Salām 2018, p. 81).
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ı̄ Conditions That Establish the Legal Cause of “Holding Value” for Virtual Currencies

This study now turns to the possibility of establishing the legal cause of “holding value” for
virtual currencies in their various forms. Using opinions established in the classical schools of Islamic
Law (madhāhib), it can be proven that the characteristic of “holding value” of any item not made from
gold and silver can be applied if that thing meets the following conditions:

First: That there is a customary acceptance of that characteristic and that all or most people accept
that this item is suitable for establishing the value of things. Customary acceptance requires “that
people of sound mind accept and are comfortable with a thing,” and a currency may not be considered
as “holding value” by people unless they trust it completely as a vessel for holding their wealth,
a medium of exchange in all of their transactions, and a stable measurement used to obtain their rights.

The most important condition of the Sharı̄
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used widely to buy and sell things, not only limited exchange based on mutual consent between a
limited number of parties. If two individuals conduct a sale and one person offers clothes in exchange
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a is to protect
people’s wealth. As a result, most jurists have created this condition.

For example, the Hanbali jurist Mans.ūr b. Yūnus al-Bahūtı̄ (d. 1051/1641) stated,”Imam Ahmad
used to say that it is not possible for any institution other than the official mint with the permission of
the Sultan to produce currency, because if people could produce their own currencies great calamities
would ensue. The Judge [al-Māwardı̄] stated in the al-Ah. kām al-Sult.āniyya stated, ‘The minting of
currency can only occur with the permission of the Sultan, due to the risk in this matter.’37Likewise,
the Shāfi
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ı̄ jurist al-Nawawı̄ (d. 676/1277) stated, “It is disliked (yukrah) for subjects to mint currency
even if it is pure, because the issuance of currency is the purview of the Imam.”38

35 (Al-H. addād 2018).
36 (Abu Bakr b. al-Qayyim 1973, vol. II, p. 156).
37 (Al-Bahūtı̄ 1982, vol. II, p. 258).
38 (Al-Nawawı̄ 1985, vol. II, p. 258).
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Therefore, the issuance of currency, whether real or virtual, is the right of the Imam alone.
The Kuwaiti Encyclopedia of Islamic Law states, “There must be a delegation of power to mint
currency to distinguish the pure from the counterfeit. Fraud and counterfeiting are prevented with the
recognizable stamp of the political authority, and it is not permissible for anyone other than the Imam
to issue currency, as by doing so is an assumption of his authority. It is permissible for the Imam to
punish at his discretion whomsoever assumes his authority, whether the [currency he has] minted is
like that of the political authority or not.”39

Based on the current legal discussion around virtual currencies, this study notices that virtual
currencies are unable to fulfill any of the three conditions discussed above:

- Regarding the first condition, Bitcoin and other virtual currencies like it are still only used in
limited circles, and it is impossible to say that a society acknowledges virtual currencies, much less
considers them to be an accepted medium of exchange. The reason for this is clear: that people
are accustomed to only working with currencies issued by the state, “as the state preserves value,
providing the currency it issues with the legal protection that allows it to perform its most basic
task: to act as a measurement of the value of goods and a mechanism to resolve debts.”40

- Regarding the second condition, virtual currencies are fleeting and unfixed, far from the widespread
use required to ensure the characteristic of “holding value.” This is because it has no real value
either intrinsically or externally. Virtual currencies are based on nothing and could collapse or
disappear at any moment as a result of any condition. Clearly, these are not stable currencies
that can be relied upon as measurements of the value of goods nor a mechanism to store wealth.
Experts have also pointed out that “The value of virtual currencies fluctuate greatly over a short
period of time. They change according to circumstances in the market, while paper currencies
are mostly determined by the strength or weakness of their corresponding national economy.
The stability of paper currency cannot compare to that of virtual currencies.”41

- Regarding the third condition, virtual currencies remain contrived and that they have no physical
existence, nor are they connected to any official national or international financial institution.
This means that they have no foundations or holdings and are not protected by rules or regulations.
They are not subject to any form of institutional oversight, making virtual currencies difficult
to follow much less guarantee. The UAE Ministry of Islamic Affairs stated, “A currency in the
modern understanding takes the Shar
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ı̄ and secular legal ruling if it meets the following standard:
that is issued by the state and protected by its laws. This is to assure people when they deal with
it that their rights are preserved and their obligations fulfilled.”42

The above shortcomings have only one meaning: that the Shar
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ı̄ legitimacy of these currencies has
not yet been proven. In the words of the report from the UAE Ministry of Islamic Affairs, The ruling
of virtual currencies, which has become a major point of public discussion and are still outside the
oversight provided by responsible government agencies, could differ if rules and regulations were
issued that made virtual currencies subject to oversight. That way, virtual currencies would gain the
advantage of legality in their use between both individuals and nations”.

7. Conclusions and Results

Unrestricted legal cause of “holding value” to prohibit usury in gold and silver is the closest and
most authentic legal cause available to reach the intent of the Lawgiver, with regards to the permissible

39 (Kuwiati Awqaf 1983–2007, vol. XLI, p. 178).
40 “. al-Hay ˘a al-
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Āmma li al-Shu ˘ūn al-Islāmiyya wa al-Awqāf, UAE. Fatwa Number 89043, 30 January 2018,
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41 (Al-H. addād 2018).
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transactions that fulfill the common needs of the Believers. That “holding value” is not a limited
cause (
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illa qās.ira). Rather, it is overarching, and people of any time period may use the concept to
assign value to what they consider as an appropriate standard to establish the value of goods and
services. Also, That the “value held” by gold and silver is inherent in these metals and does not change
according to their condition. The “value held” by other physical and virtual materials is determined
by custom, capable of changing according to the juristic principle: “It is not to be denied that rulings
change with the passage of time.”

All the studies that have been completed on the validity of virtual currencies are personal
interpretations that only reflect the opinion of their authors. Both forms of currencies possess no
inherent value but are dependent upon external factors: that they are accepted through custom and
law as a trusted medium of exchange and are a widespread and managed standard of exchanging and
storing wealth.

It is not possible to establish a definitive Sharı̄
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a position on the matter. However, it can be stated
that blockchain technology and virtual currencies are a reality on the ground that have received a large
amount of backing and trust, and that there is no Shar
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ı̄ prohibition preventing their acceptance.
Finally, it is imperative that legal scholars and experts not rush to issue rulings and fatwas

regarding this or other contemporary matters. The question of virtual currencies requires group rulings
from official fatwa houses, committees, research institutes, and religious and economic university
departments alike.
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